Introduction
The solution of a problem arising in integrable systems [7] requires the asymptotics as α → ∞ of the inverses and determinants of truncated Wiener-Hopf operators W α (σ) acting on L 2 (0, α), both in the regular case (which is what we call the case where the Wiener-Hopf operator W (σ) on L 2 (R + ) is invertible) and in singular cases.
This paper focuses on the case where σ has the simplest Fisher-Hartwig singularity, one double zero. The method of [6] gives a first-order asymptotic result for the inverse. More recently Rambour and Seghier [5] found analogous and sharper results for the Toeplitz analogue. Neither of these serves our present purpose, which is to find a formula that holds uniformly throughout (0, α) with very small error, and for the determinantal asymptotics with very small error.
We first state a result for the regular case. Assume that σ belongs to the Wiener algebra of functions of the form a +k with k ∈ L 1 (R), 1 and that σ(ξ) = 0, ∆ arg σ(ξ)
The notation here is the following. The operators P α is multiplication by χ (0,α) or extension by zero from (0, α) to (0, ∞), depending on the context. For functions defined on (0, α) we define (Q α f )(x) = f (α−x), we use H to denote Hankel operators as usual, and for a function v we defineṽ(ξ) = v(−ξ). The term o(1) denotes a family of operators whose operator norm tends to zero as α → ∞. The functions σ ± are 1 The Fourier transform we use isk(ξ) = ∞ −∞ e ixξ k(x) dx. The assumption is stronger than necessary but the proof we give with this assumption will be extended to the singular case. For the Toeplitz case with a weaker assumption see [3, Th. 2.14] .
the Wiener-Hopf factors of σ: their product equals σ, and σ ±1 − resp. σ ±1 + extend to bounded analytic functions in the lower resp. upper half plane.
If in addition log σ ∈ L 1 and ∞ −∞ |x| |k(x)| 2 dx < ∞ then the Kac-Achieser formula holds:
det
where
The singular case we consider is that in which
where τ is a symbol satisfying (1.1). In order to minimize technical details we make a very strong assumtion on σ(ξ), namely that σ(ξ) = a +k where
2 This will result in an exponentially small error in the approximation.
3
The Wiener-Hopf factorization τ (ξ) = τ − (ξ) τ + (ξ) gives rise to a factorization σ(ξ) = σ − (ξ) σ + (ξ), where
If σ(ξ) ∼ c 2 ξ 2 as ξ → 0 we normalize the factors so that
The result will be expressed in terms of the inverses σ ± (ξ) −1 and Wiener-Hopf operators associated with them. These need explanation. As functions, we have
where u ± are bounded smooth functions. In fact we think of σ ± (ξ)
2 We shall consistently use δ to denote some positive quantity, different for each occurrence. 3 With this stronger assumption on σ in the regular case the errors in (1.2) and (1.3) will also be exponentially small, in the following sense. In (1.2) the error will be an integral operator whose kernel is uniformly O(e −δα ), while in (1.3) the quotient of the two sides equals 1 + O(e −δα ).
Since (0 − iξ) −1 is the Fourier transform of χ + = χ R + , we define W ((0 − iξ) −1 ) to be convolution by χ + on R + , which is defined on any locally integrable function since
Our assumption on σ implies that u + is the Fourier transform of an exponentially decaying function, 4 so W (u + ) is defined on any function of at most polynomial growth. This extends the domain of W (σ −1 + ) to any function of at most polynomial growth. To define W (σ −1 − ) we use the fact that the Fourier transform of (0 + iξ) −1 is χ − = χ R − , and convolution by this is defined only for functions in L 1 functions since
Thus
The ratios σ + /σ − and σ − /σ + are ordinary functions; in particular
But the distribution σ + (this will be explained below), so we have to be careful.
Here is more notation. The sign ≡ between two numbers depending on α indicates that the difference is O(e −δα ) for some δ > 0, and the sign between two operators indicates that the difference is an integral operator with kernel having a uniform bound O(e −δα ). For functions g and h the product g ⊗ h denotes the operator f → g (h, f ).
The result is that under the stated assumptions,
When log σ ∈ L 1 we shall also derive the asymptotics
Our assumtion implies that σ + (ξ) extends analytically to a strip around the real line and that σ + (ξ − iδ) −1 is in the Wiener algebra for sufficientlly small δ > 0. Therefore, since (0 − i(ξ − iδ))
−1 is in the Wiener algebra, so is u + (ξ − iδ). This implies that u + is the Fourier transform of a function with bound O(e −δx ).
The integrals are interpreted as principal values. Although c is only defined up to sign, changing the sign of c changes those of σ ± with the result that F (σ) is independent of the choice. Observe that (log σ ± ) ′ = σ ′ ± /σ ± are analytic in a strip |Im ξ| < δ except for simple poles at ξ = 0.
Formula (1.6) may be rewritten
and thus gives the second-order asymptotics with very small error. The first-order asymptotics were obtained by Mikaelyan [4] . In the special case
exactly, as was also shown in [4] . Exact formulas for arbitrary rational symbols were obtained by Böttcher [1] and used by him to obtain further asymptotic results in these cases.
We begin with the regular case. We do not claim anything especially new here but present the derivation because for the singular case, which is our main interest, the derivation is more elaborate but involves the same steps.
The regular case
We start by considering the operator
To compute the inverse of the operator consider
Removing the interior P α leads to an error o(1). The reason is that the product may be written
We can certainly remove the P α from the I summand, and removing it from the second summand results in an error o(1) since the Hankel operators are compact.
So (2.1) equals o(1) plus
There is a general identity
From this we see that (2.3) equals P α exactly. Putting these together and taking inverses we deduce
We shall also use the facts that The product of Wiener-Hopf operators in (2.4) is equal to
Using the above-stated identities we see that the contribution of the I term is
and that the contribution of the product of Hankel operators (after removing the interior P α with error o(1)) exactly cancels the middle term above. Finally,
and this gives (1.2).
We can also give another derivation of (1.3) this way, under the additional assumption that
We use the fact that the Hankel operators in (2.2) are Hilbert-Schmidt so their product is trace class. It follows that (2.1) equals P α + o (1), where now the error refers to the trace norm. Therefore
There is a general fact that if B is trace class and A and C are Hilbert-Schmidt with A + C trace class then det (I + A)(I + B)(I + C) = det 2 (I + A) det(I + B) det 2 (I + C) e tr (A+C) .
In our case the regularized determinants det 2 W α (σ −1 ± ) equal one since the operators are of the form I plus Volterra operator and its transpose. The determinant in the middle equals det W α (σ) and the trace in the formula equals
The next to last integral equals zero since the integrand belongs to L 1 so its inverse Fourier transform is a continuous function supported on R + , and so equals zero at 0. Similarly for the last integral. This gives
The operator in the denominator equals
which has the same determinant as
, which is also given by the integral formula.
The singular case -first step
To avoid carrying along the factor c in our computations we shall assume from now on that c = 1. To obtain (1.5) in general we need only apply the result in the special case to the operator with symbol c −2 σ(ξ). For (1.6) with c > 0 we apply the result in the special case to the unitarily equivalent operator with symbol σ(ξ/c) acting on L 2 (0, α/c). For general c there seems to be no such simple reduction; the industrious reader could easily modify the following derivation, carrying c along.
We begin as before with (2.1) and (2.2), recalling our interpretations of W (σ −1 ± ). Removing the interior P α in the latter now leads to an error O(e −δα ). The reason is that the product of Hankel operators has kernel O(e −δ(x+y) ) for some δ, for the same reason that u + had exponentially decaying Fourier transform, so I − P α times it has kernel O(e −δ(α+x+y) ) with a smaller δ. The first factor has kernel O(1) so the entire product (with the P α in front) has kernel uniformly O(e −δα ).
So with this error (2.1) equals (2.3). Even now
If we multiply this byf , the Fourier transform of a function f ∈ L 1 (R + ), the result may be written
This is the Fourier transforms of an ordinary function. Multiplying it by χ + and taking Fourier transforms results in
The last term is the Forurier transform of the operator χ + ⊗ 1 applied to f . Hence
where a factor χ + on the left is understood. The contribution of the summand W (σ −1 + ) here to (2.3) will be P α exactly 5 and so (2.3) is equal to
Thus we have shown that
and ∆ = 0 then the right side above is invertible with inverse
If ∆ is not exponentially small we deduce that
We also see that
assuming that the determinant in the denominator is nonzero.
Computation of ∆
The next step is to evaluate ∆. It equals
where the parentheses denote inner product over R + . 6 We have the general formula
and so
In our case both f and g are W of something, but we can ignore the (·) + operator part of W since the action of P α subsumes it. So in our case we takê
Because we wrote the integrals as we did the integral corresponding to the 1 in the numerator vanishes since we can integrate first with respect to ξ and go into the upper half-plane. Having done that we move the ξ-contour slightly into the lower half-plane. The resulting integral is O(e −δα ), but we pass poles at ξ = 0 and ξ = −η. For the contribution of the former we use the fact that σ + (ξ) ∼ −iξ as ξ → 0 and
Thus up to O(e −δα ) our inner product equals
For the first η-integral we go into the lower half-plane, passing the double pole at η = 0 and find that it equals O(e −δα ) plus
where we used (σ + /σ − )(0) = −1, and find that its contribution to the inner product equals
For the second η-integral if we remove the (·) + the error is zero since we would be adding the integral of a function analytic in the upper half-plane and O(η −2 ) at infinity. Thus we are left with ∞+0i −∞+0i
since we go into the lower half-plane and use the fact σ + (−η) ∼ iη.
We have shown that the inner product in question equals O(e −δα ) plus
Since ∆ equals 1 minus the inner product, we have shown that
Because of the integral on the right, we now make the temporary assumption that
This assumption will be removed in section 7.
Derivation of (1.6)
For the asymptotics of det W α (σ) we have to evaluate det W (σ − /σ + ) W (σ + /σ − ). Although the functions σ − /σ + and σ + /σ − are mutual inverses, they do not have index zero, so we cannot simply quote the integral formula for E(σ) for regular σ. Instead, we let ε > 0 and write (changing the definition of τ )
so τ has index zero and
We have, since
The interior product is I − H(τ − /τ + ) H(τ + /τ − ) while the product of the exterior factors is I. Hence the product is
This has the same determinant as
where e ε (x) = e −εx . Hence if HH represents the product of Hankel operators then the determinant is equal to det (I − HH) det (I + 2ε (I − HH) −1 HH e ε ⊗ e ε ).
The first determinant equals
which equals
The second determinant equals
and applying W (τ + ) to this gives
Similarly for the other entry of the inner product. Hence the inner product with its outside factor equals 2ε
Now we move the integral in (5.1) into the lower half-plane, say to Im ξ = −δ with δ > ε. Since τ + must have a zero at −iε (since σ + is analytic there) we pass the pole there. Its contribution is log τ − (−iε). Thus if we replace (5.1) by exp − 1 2πi
then the other factor should be replaced by
We now let ε → 0. On the path of integration τ ± (ξ) → σ ± (ξ). To evaluate the other factor observe that τ + (iε) = 2 σ + (iε) ∼ 2 ε as ε → 0. Hence we find in the end that
Similarly we could have gone into the upper half-plane and replaced the last expression by
Combining this with (3.3) and (4.1) gives (1.6).
Derivation of (1.5)
Finally we compute W α (σ) −1 , which is given by (3.2). The product of WienerHopf operators on the left is of the form I minus a product of Hankel operators so as before removing the P α on the left inside the brackets leads to an error O(e −δα ). Therfore
We begin with (I), which we write as
We consider first the first summand, and for that we temporarily replace the terms 0 ± iξ in the denominators in the representations of σ −1 ± by ε ± iξ; afterwards we will take the limit. We do not change notation. Then we have, since we are temporarily in the regular case
The last two terms we write out in detail as
2 has kernel e −ε(x+y) /2ε, so the two terms arising from this product, when expanding, combine as the operator with kernel e −ε(x+y) − e −ε(2α−x−y)
2ε , which has limit α − x − y. Therefore the operator itself is
Also, H((ε − iξ) −1 ) has limit 1 ⊗ 1. We deduce that the first term in (6.1) is
Observe that
. So the first term in (6.1) may be written
For the second term of (6.1), with error O(e −δα ) the interior P α may be removed. From (3.1) we deduce that
and similarly for the other pair of factors. So with this error the second term in (6.1)
Adding the contributions of the two terms of (I) we see that with error O(e −δα ) it is equal to
To compute (II) we use first
and right-multiplying this by W (σ) gives
and left-multiplying this by W (σ − /σ + ) gives
To obtain (II) this is to be applied to 1 and then multiplied by the exterior W α (σ 
we see from (4.1) that after multiplying by ∆ −1 the result is
We first evaluate
The first term equals
For the next term, we have
We have W (σ − )1 = 0. But we cannot say that W (σ When we add this to (I), given up to O(e −δα ) by (6.2), there is considerable cancellation and (1.5) emerges.
Removal of condition (4.2)
Since neither (1.5) nor (1.6) involves the integral in (4.2) we can remove the condition by an analyticity argument. Define σ λ (ξ) = σ(ξ) exp λ 1 + ξ 2 .
These satsify the conditions imposed on σ and depend analytically on λ. The integral
is an entire function of λ and cannot be identically zero. For if it were, then differentiating n times with respect to λ and setting λ = 0 gives ∞ −∞ σ(ξ) ξ 2 1 (1 + ξ 2 ) n dξ for all n, and this implies that σ is an odd function. Therefore so is τ , which cannot be since τ (−∞) = τ (+∞) = 0. Hence (7.1) can only be zero for a discrete set of λ, so there is a circle C centered about λ = 0 on all of which (7.1) is nonzero. We then take the relations (1.5) and (1.6) for σ λ , which hold uniformly for λ ∈ C, integrate with respect to dλ/2πiλ over C, and we obtain (1.5) and (1.6) for λ = 0.
